
The most exciting mobile 
vehicle conversion experts

Live your best life...



The POD
The Premium POD is our most 
popular unit. It is incredibly 
adaptable, compact and lightweight.

A great value internal vend trailer, it 
weighs less than 750kg and can be 
towed by most family cars.

With our full design service, you can 
customise it to your heart’s content! 
Paint it any colour or go for a full 
graphics wrap to show off your brand. 

From food and beverage, to a ticketing 
kiosk or product sampling unit, the 
POD from Mobile Retail can do it all.

Get in touch today about your mobile conversion



Turn heads at festivals and outdoor 
events with this stunning retro trailer, 
based on the 1950s American caravan. 
With massive kerb appeal, our 
Airstream-style trailer grabs attention 
and gets customers talking.

The Airstream-style trailer delivers 
versatility. It’s large size means varied 
layout and use options. 

It’s a popular choice for brands running 
experiential marketing campaigns.

This stylish trailer is finished in mirror 
chrome or can be custom painted.  
The Airstream-style model is perfect 
for use as a static kiosk, or can be 
transported from one event to another.

Airstream-style trailer

Call us on +44 (0) 1482 655020 or email sales@thebigcoffee.com

”Mobile Retail smashed 
the brief! We wouldn’t be 

attracting so many people 
if we didn’t have this 

amazing trailer today”

Essie



The Piaggio Ape Classic’s beautiful 
Italian design is the perfect platform for 
street food and marketing campaigns. 
For businesses wanting to promote 
their green credentials, you can also 
choose to go electric.

The Piaggio Ape Classic is available in 
two distinct models; “internal vend” 
and “three-way opening”.

The internal vend model allows you 
to stand inside, with a more spacious 
layout offering the opportunity to sell 
a wider variety of food and drink.  
With a curved roof and three large 
opening doors, the three-way opening 
model provides an open plan and airy 
environment allowing you to trade 
outside of the vehicle.

Piaggio Ape Classic

Get in touch today about your mobile conversion

“Mobile Retail kept me 
involved with the build 
process from start to 

finish. They listened and 
provided innovative 

solutions”

Peddling Pizzas



Small and beautiful, Italian and quirky; 
this flexible tuk tuk-style cart is all 
about maximising space and profits. 
These little three-wheeled vans are 
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.

The Piaggio Ape 50 is made from the 
finest materials by our experienced 
craftsmen and is built to last.

Piaggio Ape 50

Call us on +44 (0) 1482 655020 or email sales@thebigcoffee.com



The Citroen H Van is a new take on 
old school cool. The retro look of the 
Citroen H Van replica is synonymous 
with the street food scene.

This spacious design provides a 
functional working environment 
where you can cook fresh food on our 
industry standard grills and friers, and 

serve fresh barista style coffee or cold 
beverages. 

The Citroen H Van replica is a platform 
where almost anything is possible and 
with its vintage look brings a nostalgic 
feel to the customer experience. Quite 
simply, this is one cool vehicle.

Citroen H Van

Get in touch today about your mobile conversion

“On our first opening day, 
we served over  

500 customers, making 
over £2500!” 

Street Food Vibes



We developed the concept of a 
Mobile Counter that can be added to 
compliment the main store or can be 
used anywhere in a mobile location. 
They have been designed to be free 
standing with onboard water and  
waste facilities.

The Modular Counter is not just an 
over spill service point or pay point.  
It has been used as a wireless network 
point. It’s perfect for hotels as a wine 
order point for banquets, or even in 
Colleges, airports, major train stations 
and exhibition centres for increasing 
coffee and sandwich sales.

Mobile Counters

Call us on +44 (0) 1482 655020 or email sales@thebigcoffee.com 



Convert a van into your next marketing 
campaign! 

We built the famous Yorkshire Tea 
“Little Urn” sampling van and we could 
do similar for you.

Travel across the country with ease 
and put your products in the hands of 
your customers.  

From product sampling, to retailing 
your product or providing a service, 
the only limit is your imagination. 

From Caddy to Camper, we can 
customise any van, so share your 
idea with us and let’s bring your  
project to life.

Van Conversions

Get in touch today about your mobile conversion

“You listened to our 
brief, improved it with 

your expertise and came 
through in excellent style! 
Thank you Mobile Retail” 

Yorkshire Tea



Our experienced team of expert 
engineers can transform any trailer 
shell into a fully functioning mobile 
business in a matter of weeks.

Serve food and drink, promote your 
brand, meet potential customers – 
anything is possible with a trailer 
conversion from Mobile Retail.

These projects are completely custom 
and create the opportunity for you to 
interact with thousands of customers 
on your trailer at any event.

Speak to our team about custom 
marketing and events trailer 
conversions.

Custom Events Trailers

Call us on +44 (0) 1482 655020 or email sales@thebigcoffee.com 

“Mobile Retail made 
events this summer 

possible and delivered a 
sensational unique trailer.” 

Taylors of Harrogate



Easy to hook up, tow and place at 
almost any location.

Our Horsebox Trailers are small and 
lightweight yet provides enough space 
to design the internal space to your 
exact specification.

Horsebox Trailers provide good 
standing space, the ability to serve 
food, drink or any other product you 
can imagine and are a great way to 
take your brand on the road.

If you are looking for a simple solution 
to taking your business to a range of 
events with minimum fuss, this could be 
the option for you.

Horsebox Trailers

Get in touch today about your mobile conversion



Light weight and versatile, the Mobile 
Coffee Trike is an eco-friendly option 
that enables you to get into high-footfall 
pedestrian areas to gain visibility and 
stand out from the crowd. Perfect for 
serving barista coffee and snacks.

The quirky & fun Continental Mobile 
Coffee Trike is powered by dual-fuel 
technology – making it an ideal choice 
for any outdoor bar or beer garden – 
or it can be used outside your existing 
café or bar; imagine it on the pavement 
just outside, off-set by some inviting 
tables and chairs!

The Trike

Call us on +44 (0) 1482 655020 or email sales@thebigcoffee.com
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